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-The International Space Station




























JEM RMS & Exposed Facility








































Elements On Orbit (As of Jan 2007)
Elements Pending Russian Launch
Elements Pending US Shuttle Launch




171 ft long (pressurized)
191 ft long (truss)
240 ft wide (solar array pair)
90 ft high (Unity, Z1 & P6)




International Space Station Processing Facility
February 2004
6International Space Station December 12, 2006.  Before STS-116 docking.
47STS-116 Space Walk # 4 and Solar Arrays.
8The solar arrays that did not want to fold.  STS-116
59
International Space Station December 20, 2006.  After STS-116 un-docking.
10STS-116 Space Walker at P1 Truss.
611STS-116 commander Mark L. Polansky.
12STS-116 docked to the International Space Station.
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STS-121 Space Shuttle Discovery July 6, 2006
14STS-121 Space Shuttle Discovery July 6, 2006
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Space Shuttle and Apollo
derived components.
Land 4 astronauts on






Initial capability of 4 people
on the moon for up to 7 days.





Angkor Wat (Temple) Cambodia,  November 17, 2004 
Ron Caswell
Angkor Wat is an immense monument occupying a rectangular area of about 500 acres. 
It is surrounded by a 660 foot wide moat, and the outer perimeter wall measures  3 ½ miles long.




pilots Fei Junlong and Nie Haisheng wave 
goodbye before entering Shenzhou VI
Fei and Nie spent 115 hours and 32 minutes 
in orbit.
Shenzhou VI flight 




~450 Billions stars in Milky Way Galaxy
~100 Billion Galaxy’s in the Universe
-There are more stars in the universe than there
are grains of sand on all of Earth’s beaches.
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to be in life
You are in training
for it now!”
Michael Anderson
32View from my office September 22, 2005!
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